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back. In fact, I suffered all over, tunnel through Mount l'Or, near
and a cough almost like consumpcn the Swiss frontier was opention. Doctors failed to relieve me;
In fact, they didn't seem to know ed recently. It is 4,770 feet long and
what ailed me. I continued to grow shortens the railroad route from Paris
worse until I was able to sit up only to Lausanne' by about three hours.
a part of the time. I had almost lost The tunnel has
been building for
all hopes of eve:: being any better.
"But one day some one threw some three years and not a workman has
books in at my door. I read them been killed or injured.
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STRUCTURE WAS ABOUT TO BE
TORN DOWN AT ONE TIME
AS USELESS

Paris Oct'. 25. The famous Eiffel
Tower of Paris, the highest steel
structure of Its kind in the world,
was about to be torn down several
years ago on account of Its useless-nesToday it is regarded as one
of France's most valuable possessions.
The French capital, because of the
Eiffel Tower, has become the wire- -'
'
less center the world.
Underneath the Champ de Mars, in
which the tower stands, a vast subterranean wireless plant has been
constructed. Its presence is scarcely
suspected by the passerby, for its
only entrance is little more than a
trap door in the ground, partly concealed by a clump of trees. But
should he attempt to approach too
near the little iron staircase leading
underground, he will find his way ego.
"I think Peruna the greatest famtarred by soldiers.
ily remedy there is, for so many ailBelow ground, amid a inaze of pas- ments are due to catarrhal trouble. I
one afflicted with
would advise
sages, gigantic machines and a con- catarrh to takeany
Peruna and I am sure
tinual crackling and flashing of the it will leave."
In the Revised 'Tils of Life" we
wireless, a corps of military engineers and electrical experts are work have many similar testimonials which
should interest sick people everying day and night to perfect instru- where. Sent free by the Peruna Co.,
ments on the accuracy of whose mes- Columbus, Ohio.
People who object to liquid mediin wartime
may depend
sages
can now obtain Peruna TabKts.
cines
t
on
and
or
France's victory
defeat,;
which also will depend the adequate
of the allied army of We arrive easily at an accuracy of a
In his laboratory here hundredth part of a second by means
was
It
Russia.
that Professor Henry Abraham of of a film revolving at a fixed rate of
the Sorbonne, talked today of what speed and a luminous spot influenced
lis work as a member of the French by the, wireless messages. In regis
Wireless mission sent by the govern- tering the speed of radio waves I have
ment to Washington, will be. Profes- succeeded in dividing the second into I
sor Abraham will not join his col- 40,000 parts. Experiences so far on
the speed of wireless waves tend to
leagues until late in October.
"During our work at Arlington last show that they travel at the same
in speed as light, from which we make
spring," said he, "we succeeded
asAmerican
our
the important deduction that they are
with
sociates in establishing the relative the same thing."
time of Washington and Paris within
the tenth of a second. Since then A rival of the tango has found its
we have been able to improve greatly way to Paris. It is called the "Crawlt '
the receiving and recording of wireless ing Dance." Its future is difficult to
messages. We expect now to estab- predict, for owing to the nature of
lish the time of Washington to within the new step, a particular blouse,
the hundredth of a second, and as a bonnet and gloves are prescribed. Afpart of this result the longitude of ter several bars of waltzing, the two
to Paris. dancers release their hold and lie
Washington as related
France will later send missions to the down gracefully at full length. Then,
other principal nations with the ob- keeping time to the music, they slow
ject of establishing a similar accur-I- ly raise themselves to join each oth- the relative times. Once this er and waltz again. Enthusiasts for
work Is accomplished, the world will 'the new dance affirm that it will be
receive time signals from the Eiffel the dance of the coming Parisian
Tower and will be able to register
them to within the hundredth of a
A new and terrible engine of desecond.
"This effort for accuracy 'to within struction whose function in the air
the hundredth of a second has requir-e- i will be the same as that of a torpedo
a tremendous improvement In the at sea, has been designed by Captain
wireless apparatus and a great ad- Reboul, of the military general staff
Two of the in Paris.
vance in
most important pieces of the equipCaptain Reboul's experiments with
ment which we shall take to Ameri- his aerial torpedo made comparative
ca will be chronometers of such ex- ly little progress until the recent distreme precision that after being set covery of a stabilizing device for aerobefore leaving France they are relied planes by the French inventor,
Mcreau was able, by means
upon not. to vary appreciauiy aurmg
the whole of our time in America. of his invention, to fly in a strong
"We shall use photography in regis- wind for over half an hour without
tering Eiffel Tower signals for fixing touching his hands to the levers of his
the exact longitude of Washington. machine, only using his feet on the
s.

Val-lorb-
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towns, has begun a campaign to re
quire young women before marriage
to be medically examined with their
own and their parents' consent, so as
to establishe whether they are "fit subjects for marriage." The society will
issue certificates to young women
whom they think are qualified to be
brides. The endeavor will be to ultimately persuade the Cantonal legis
latures to pass laws making such cer
tificates compulsory.
MUST BELIEVE
When

IT

East Las Vegas
People Tell It So Plainly
When public endorsement is made
by a representative citizen of East
Las Vegas the proof is positive. You
must believe it. Read this testimony.
Every sufferer of kidney backache,
every man, woman or child with kidney trouble will do well to read the
Well-Know- n

following:
Mrs. S. North, 905 Tilden ave.,East
Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on when
I have needed them and so has another in our family. Doan's Kidney
Pills were recommended to us by a

1913.

25,

doctor while we were in Harrlsbufg,
Pa., visiting. Having twice before
publicly recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills, I am again glad to acknowledge
their worth. We have found them to
be a strictly reliable remedy for relieving backache and other troubles,
caused by distorted kidneys."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York,, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doans and
take no other. Adv.
Foster-Milbiir-

n

LAUNCH OF THE ARETHUSA

Chatham, England, Oct. 25. The
Arethusa, the second of the new class
of light armored' cruisers whose construction was begun last year, was
launched successfully here today.
These new light armored cruisers
were recently described by Winston
Churchill, first lord of the admiralty,
as the smallest, cheapest and fastest
vessels, protected by Vertical armor,
ever projected for the British navy.
The vessels are designed for attendance on the battle fleet, to be its eyes
and ears by night, rnd to watch over
It In movement and at rest They will

be able to overhaul and cut down
any destroyer afloat, and in one aspect may therefore be regarded as
destroyers.
Chronic Dyspepsia
The following unsolicited testimonial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons af
flicted wilh chronic dyspepsia. "I
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me more good than anything
else," says W. G. Mattison, No. 7
Sherman St, Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
FLEET OFF FOR EUROPE '
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 25. Nine great
battleships, comprising the flower of
the American navy, weighed anchor
in Hampton Roads and passed out
of the Virginia capes today bound on
a seven weeks' cruise to the Mediterranean. The ships of the fleet are
the Connecticut, Kansas, Utah, Delaware, Vermont, Ohio, Arkansas, Florida and Wyoming. The visit to southern Europe Inaugurates a new policy
adopted by the navy department of
periodically giving the enlisted men
a foreign cruise for their education,

recreation and to make them better
satisfied with the service. Stops will
bo made at numerous ports and opportunities will be given, to the fclu&.
Jackets to make ipland trips.
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
hands or feet renuires a nowerful
remedy that will penertate the flesb.
liAlitiAKD S SNOW LINIMENT nos- sesses that power. Rubbed in where
the pain is folt is all that is necessary
lo relieve suffering and restore normal conditions.
Price 25c, 50c and
$1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central
Drue Co. Adv.
The Connecticut state commission,
in a study of more than. 11,000 womea
and girls, representing 14 races, found
a larger percentage of Americana
with American fathers among the
workers under 16 years than among
the older ones;'
No woman who works In the state
of Utah receives less than 90 cents
a day, and even one learning new
work must be paid 90 cents daily, and
after an apprenticeship of six months

her wages must be raised to
per Jay.

one-ha-
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EFFI CIENGY

USEI

8.

How the Scientific Method of Doing Housework and Electric
Appliances Save a Woman's Steps and
Stoops

WOMAN SHOULD KEEP 'YOUNG.
And her chief concern, housework, should be made as
efficient for her as possible, that she
may remain 'in the
spring-timof life beyond her ordinary allotted years.
Efficiency, and its kindred phrase "scientific management," come readily enough, to the tongue of every
person nowadays. The efficiency idea has grown and
been put into practice here, there, and
everywhere, until it has
come to be a common topic of conversation.
Yet, strange to relate, though many husbands talk business efficiency over the dinner table to their wives and
guests,
such a thing as, HOUSEHOLD EFFICIENCY never seems
to occur to them. BUT THERE IS JUST AS MUCH
LOGIC IN HOUSEHOLD EFFICIENCY AS IN INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY. Someone not long ago made a
chance allusion to it ; the germ of the idea
spread until now
HOUSEHOLD EFFICIENCY has been put into practice
in many progressive homes.
The three most important steps in household efficiency

are:

Mo-rfe-

'

First

Study one's jdeas about every item of household
work until you have worked out an economical way
of doing every task.

Third :

The final step for the housewiv'e is to select the
most efficient tools.

As to the first step, for example, once a woman realizes
that it is a very awkward and wasteful method to pile dishes
with the drainboard on her right and the dishes piled on her
left, she will have the drainboard changed to the left, and
stack her soiled dishes on her righ,t side where they will be
more

Keep out cold draughts

and sickness.
'J

save baby many a cold

the cold fall and winter months a Perfection
Smokeless Oil Heater keeps the house warm.
It can be carried from room to room wherever you go.
Warms up bathroom or parlor in next to no time.
This year's model Perfection burns nine hours on a single
gallon of oil. Easy to clean, and rewick in a moment. No
smoke automatic-lockin- g
flamespreader fiat font insures
steady' heat always.
"

OIL COMPANY
THE CONTINENTAL
to Colorado)
(Incorporated

Butte

Pueblo

j

Boise

Albuquerque
Salt Lake City

im-

portant steps.
It is generally conceded that ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, which fortunately is now quite with the capacity of
the most humble purse, makes the most efficient tools for the
housewife to work with,. An expert has devised a tentative
list of the electric home appliances which she considers to le
in the order of their efficiency.
The1

list includes the electric iron, the electric washing-machinthe sewing machine to be operated with an electric

e,

motor, the electric vacuum cleaner, toaster, grill, coffee percolator, fireless cooker, electric radiator for the winter, and
electric fan for summertime comfort.
,

is the same with sweeping,

dusting,
etc., everything that the mistress of the household does in
the "good-ol- d
fashioned" way, there are any number of wasteful steps, stoops, and stretches that modern household efficiency will eliminate.
bread-makin-

g,

OF THE "LITTLE ELECTRIC SERVANTS" ABOVE ENUMERATED CAN BE OPERATED FOR TWO OR THREE CENTS AN HOUR, ONLY
A FEW CENTS A WEEK.
(MANY

These electric appliances, or "home comforts," save; a
woman countless steps, stoops, and waste motions where
they are regularly used, and their moderate cost is quickly
forgotten in the convenience, comfort, satisfaction and improved health which their use entails.

LIGHTEN YOUR HOUSEWORK EQUIP YOUR
HOME WITH COMPLETE ELECTRIC SERVICE
THE COST IS SURPRISINGLY LOW CONSULT
WITH ANY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR OR COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE FOR ESTIMATE OF
COST, BUT YOU ARE URGED, FOR COMFORTS
SAKE, TO DO IT NOW.

SMOKELES9

All during:

Denver
Cheyenne -

get-at-ab- le.

It

The selection of household tools is one of the most

:

Second: Study the management of the kitchen, the
main zone of housework in every home.

Protect Your Baby

YOUTHFUL LOOKS.

well-inform- ed

n

clock-makin-

THIS ELIMINATION MEANS THAT THE
CARES AND WORRIES OF THE HOME WILL NOT
REFLECT IN HER FACE, PREMATURE WRINKLES
WILL NOT BE THERE, AND WHAT IS MORE THAN
WEALTH TO A WOMAN, SHE WILL RETAIN HER
AND

VEGAS LIGHT:- AND) F
Via

V V

X

wuf

Am

$1.25

ilaS veQAS

FOUR
Halloween Carnival
To Bo a Scream.

"HOWDY" IS JACQBY'S MOST

The Halloween carnival, which the

FREQUENTLY USED EXPRESSION
GEMALST AGE CARPENTER
ACTOR

FOR

AND

LIEIN IS

A

LOVEABLE CHARACTER
Alexander jacoby of the Lubln
New Mexico company, Fielding's chef
extraordinary and! character
and again
extraordinary. It is easy to sum up
"Daddy" Jacoby in that one, big, lit- le word "genial." t
Mr. Jacoby has been in the thea
trical business for over 35 years.
Acting as stage carpenter and under
study for the "Prince of Pilsen," he
etarted in one of the old theaters In
Philadelphia and if reports be true
ha had the sane- - jovial smile and
pleasant word or the passerby that
he has today.
Mr. Jacoby Is over 60 years of age
and is known throughout the United
States to thousands of theater-goer- s
as the father of all stage carpenters.
Mr. Jacoby's character work is of the
sincere, painstaking type and his
comedy excels because of his Inherent good nature.
"AI," as he la called by his broth
er carpenters and members of the

Y. M. C. A. is planning for next Friday night, promises to be in every
way out of the ordinary. A snappy
poster states: "For the first time in

Elks Give a Dance
for Romalne Fielding
Monday evening in their handsome
club house the Las Vegas Elks gave
a dance and recptlon for Romaine
a dance and reception for Romaine
Mr. FieldMotion Picture company.
memas
several
well
an
as
Elk,
ing is
bers of his company, and the local Antlered Folk showed their brotherly feeling by arranging a party In
honor of. the talented actors. The entertainment, committee of the lodge
was assisted toy several ladies who are'
enthusiastic about the Elks, making
the affair highly enjoyable. Refreshments were served late in the even1
ing. Dancing continued until after
o'clock.
;
Those present at the affair were
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ellis, Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mr. and Mrs.
Ike Eacharach, Mr. and Mrs. Secun-dinRomero, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Stapp, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Morrison,
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mr.
and Mrs., L. C. Wltten, Mr. and Mrs.

the history of Las Vegas the Dinga-linBrothers' Carnival company will
give its weird and wonderful exhibition containing the most talented talent ever seen in captivity."
The headllner for the big show is
Mr. Frank E. Hull, scenic artist of the
Lubin Motion Picture company, who
will give his cartoon stunt which has
been seen by audiences of the big
eastern cities. Mrs. O'Malley's violin
orchestra, which has proved to be
one of the most popular and unique
musical organizations in the city, will
render selections. Two brass bands
from the Normal University, under
the direction of Professor 0. C. ZIngg,
win Keep things lively during the
g

.

evening,
Mr. Edmund F. Cobb of the Lubln

:

company is booked to give a fancy
roping act. Mr. Cobb, who by the
way, is an Albuquerque boy, has given
this act as one of the attractions of
a large circus, and also on the stage.
The "Chamber of Horrors," described as "clammy, uncanny, shivery and
spooky," will be one of the surprising
events of the night. The boxball
howling tournament between the Elks
and the Y. M. C, A. will keep things
going in the gallery floor.
Two wordless dramas also will be
pulled off. The first, "a faithful reproduction of the deciding game for
the world's championship between the
Giants aid ; the Athletics," and the
second, "a screaming pantomimic
burlesque of 'the Lubin Motion Picture company, making their famous
film 'The Rattlesnake,' using the original actor snake 'Tony', in" the production." Then what is billed as
"last but best" will be "Hogan's Alley," described as "a melange of
freaks, foolishness and' furious fun."
The latter will be under the direct
charge of Mr. Hull, whiph bespeaks of
something right up to now and worth

o

Charles llfeld, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Mills, Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mr.
and Mrs, Hallett Raynolds, Mr, and
Mrs. Arthur llfeld, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman llfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Lau- A
T
T H. H! or stflpa cm If nvca' W. G. Ward, Mr. and Mrs. J.
GreenMrs.
Charles
,;
. ftf. ni,hP ch;; Mr;.;and
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Stern, Mr.
highest priced hut the best in the Ulay, H
AT
o ,wl Afro
Tl, Otnyn
1TX1D. jatvo
i'HU
Old", AH .
United States. His age does not in
M. Lyon, Mr. and Mrs. Wolf Mo- 'F.
terfere with his agility; he cuts up
C. H. Bally, Mr.
with the children as well as the rants, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Fred Nolette, Mr. and Mrs.
makes
his
folks
friends
and
grown
' '
Isaac Appel, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hunas he goes.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Linn, Mr.
ker,
There Is little doubt but that every
David 'Winternitz,' Mr. and
and
Mrs.
one in Las Vegas knows Mr. Jacoby
Mr. and Mrs.
M.
Mrs.
Greenberger,
because of his strenuous efforts in
behalf of Mr. Fielding In the New W. C. Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
York Telegraph popularity contest. Mohr,1 Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Ward,
'A1" is a great admirer ot his em- Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Letcher, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs.
ployer and will hold up any one he and Mrs. Sig Nahm,
Mrs. MauMr.
Charles
and
Danzlger,
meets for a subscription so that the
votes may be credited to Mr. Field- rice Danziger,' Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Earickson, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Dun
ing.
can,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris.
If you have1 hot met "Daddy"' and
desire to make an everlasting friend Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gear,
of him hold up a nickel or a. dollar Mrs. W. C. Bailey, Mrs. C. H.
from four to eight blocks away and Burns, Mrs , C. P. Trumbull, Mrs.
Pet-tethen listen and you will hear a noise Earl Norton,' Mrs. Harriett Van
A.
Elsie
Mrs.
S.
Mrs,
Clement,
and a roar and then the butter ball
will roll up to you and sr.v. "Howdy, Smith, Mrs. Laura C. Witten, Miss
how much and how Song do you want Rebecca Henriquez, Miss Emma TarnMiss
Miss
Cluxton,
me,
Marguerite
for?"
the paper
'
Miss
Phebe Hart,
Seriously Mr. Jacoby is a valuable Frances Myers,
Miss
Marie Clem- Miss
Clement,
Lucy
addition to any comoany or locality
Miss Mary
and his presence in Las Vegas with ent, Miss Lucy Myers,
the Lubin company aids in that way. Lowry. Miss Madeline Mills, Miss
Louise
Cunningham, Miss Lorna
Johnson, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss
Hard Times Dance
Miss Caroline
Chella Van Petten,
at Commercial Club
Next Thursday evening at the Com- Greenberger, Miss Jeanette Ward,
mercial'' club rooms a hard times Miss Marie Mann, Miss Leona Green- dance will be given. It will be a clay, Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Helen
Miss Lor"poverty" affair in every way. Every Noyes, Miss Louise Lowry,
Browne.
Mildred
Miss
raine
Lowry,
person who attends this affair will
bo dressed appropriately for the oc- Miss Marguerite Bernard, Miss Mary
Miss
casion, or ha will not be present, ac- Harris, Miss Cornelia Murray,
Herbert
Mr.
Gehrlng,
Ruth
Parkin,
to
the plans of the commitcording
tee In charge. There will be no ex Mr. D. A. Cole, Mr. Manuel HenriD. R. Lord, Mr. Cobb,
ception to this rule and a special quez, Mr.
C. H. Citron, Mr. F. H. MatMr.
will
watch the door to keep
guard
thews. Mr. Frank Hull, Mr. John
well dressed people out.
Mr. A. E. Hayward, Mr. DorHarris,
The party promises to be most
set
Tolman, Mr. Don Hart, Mr. Samenjoyable and jolly. It is to be given
Mr. J. D. Barnes,
uel
by the Commercial club dancing set, Mr. Greenberger,
Mr. Louis RudJohn
Rudulph,
a
invitation
and
is given to
special
Mr.
Richard
Rudulph Mr.
all members. A number of those ulph,
William
Mr.
SprinSaul
Rosenthal,
; who will attend have already started
Mr. J. Danziger, Mr. H. P.
ger,
occostumes
their
this
for
planning
casion. There will be the popular Browne, Mr. C. B. Stubblefield, Mr,
E. T. Plowman, Mr. Bert Omundson,
tramp, the man who once had a milMr. Hugh Trainor.'Mr. Joseph
lion, the fellow who never thought
Mr. ''Daddy" Jacoby, Mr. Wilof money, and, in fact, every characWilliams and Mr. Colbert
W.
liam
ter that has ever been touched by
Root.
.
hard times.
v
:
7;
will
ladies
there
be the
Among the
widows who through misplaced con- Soroeis Meets With
fidence have been ruined financially; Dr. Alice Rice
the overdressed "tacky",, girl and Sorosis met Monday with Dr. Alice
others, including the poor washerwo- H. Rice, ' 13 members being present.
man.
Under the leadership of Mrs.; Leon
A large attendance is desired at Durham the club finished the study
this affair, as the more there are of Genesis. Mrs. Durham gava an inpresent the better the time will be, teresting 'talk on
"The Ancient
and no ioubt the expectations of the World," telling of the advanced civilcommittee In charge will be realized. ization that existed In the time of
The dancer will. start at 9 o'clock.- . Abraham.'
Mrs. Frank' Hi "H. Ttoberts spoke on
Sixth Grade Class
s
"The
Religion of Abraham."
'
'
Has Jolly Party
Mrs. I. W. Lively read a paper on
Yesterday evening at 'the home of "The Wives ot the Patriarchs;"
Clarence Keene, the Sixth grade of
Three poems were read bearing on
the Castle school gave a Hallowe'en the topic for the day.' Dr. Rice read
party, which was one of the jolllest Whittier's
"Cities
of the Plains";
affairs ever enjoyed by this class. Mrs. F. R. Williams read "The SacriThe usual games ot Hallowe'en sea- fice of Abraham," and Mrs. Norman
son were played and the evening Skinner read "Hagar in the Wilderclosed by many good "eats" served ness," both poems by N. P. Willis.
Just as the kids present liked them. The program closed with an aniPresent at this party were Miss mated discussion on the traditional
Jeanette Ward, teacher of the class, and the modern view of the Bible.
h1 Misses
Lucile Hermann. Lucila
Swallow, Aiieen Laird, Gretchen Mar- - Mrs. Klnkel Hostess
nell, Martha Green, Flora Calloway, TO the Friday Club.
.Fannie Lowe, Violet Harvard, Edith
The Friday Bridge club met this
Patterson, Doris Anderson, Violet week with Mrs. George Kink el at a
Hoffman, Juliet Katiffman, Ethel very delightful session. Following the
'!'.! ri'iqpr, Mvrtle Keene, Violet Flalz,
game rerresnmenis were ei cu j
Dascomb, and Masters Steven Ihe hostess. Present were Mrs. a. i.
'
Alia Fhju-ti- . Daniel Gall- Whitmore, Mrs. D. T. Hoskins, Mrs.
ery, oiipstfr Ilortotf Charles Horton, Charles W. G. Ward, Mrs. W. J. Lucas.
ic
Kn" rimes Mortimore, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. F. L. Myers,
s
., Tiv KUnier, Vernon Mrs. A. R Tnlley and Mrs. H. S. Van
1
.
f
lnver. '
Pefton..
-

wi

'

.

Hill-bran-

-

'

H'-ie-

,

i

seeing.

The

decoration

committee, with

Leon Guy as chairman, is busily out-

j

lining various schemes and effects,
all of which are bound to please the
many who will visit the association
building. Another feature of the car- nival will be the "Beeg Peerade," to
take place at 4 : 30 o'clock Friday
afternoon. The price of admission is.
Placed at 10 cents, and the side shows
from 2 cents to 10 cents,
Taken all in all, this carnival will
be one of the most unusual and un-commonly different stunts that has
been put on for many moons. The
public is cordially
invited, coming
either masked or unmasked. Several
of the Halloween
parties have arranged to bring their guests to the
carnival in a body, and return home
later. All who visit the Y. M. C. A.
building on Halloween are assured of,
as Secretary LeNoir puts it, "a rattling good time."
4

Father to Have
a Day of His Own
During the past several months
there has been considerable agitation
concerning the establishment of a
day that might be called "Father's
Day" The subject is meeting with
general approval, especially since, the
cost of living has risen to enormous
proportions, and flattering father is
The movement as "a
good policy.
result is being taken up with tnuch
vim by the wives of American husbands. Even the militant suffragette
has forgotten about her vote in this
move and is strong for the day. One
enthusiastic poet has said the following concerning the prospective day:

DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY
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Busy Six Days
Engagement Announced
at Charming Party
For Society Folks
Next week promises to be a busy
Saturday afternoon of last week
Mrs. W. G. Haydon gave a delightful six days for society judging from the
party as a formal announcement of present outlook. A number of parties
the engagement of Miss Rebecca Hen- are being planned and among them are
enterriquez to Mr. John Welman of Fort affairs that will be delightfully
will
season
The
Halloween
M.
taining.
entertain
N.
and
Novel
Sumner,
several
and
be
remembered
especially
made
affair
the
features
particu
ing
TR.Y
to be given will be of
larly delightful. Soon after the guests of the affairs
con
nature
had arrived at the Haydon residence the wlerd and interesting
YOU
WILL
a bridal procession was formed. Little nected with this occasion.
The T, M, 0. A. social will be one
Miss Rebecca'1 Manzanares was attir'of
the main events, while numerous
ed as the groom on this occasion and
affairs and school parties also
private
wore the customary suit of black with
Hala white flower in the buttonhole. will be among the foremost. The
Comthe
hard
times
dance
at
loween
The groom looked a picture of colomercial club rooms on Thursday evennial times.
,
also will attract a large number.
The bride on this occasion was Miss ing
As
a whole, the week will be the
Virginia Haydon, who was gowned in 'busiest that
has been in order for BOUSfflB!1iifeMffl!fc
2iJl- a jbridal dress with a long trsiin.
months
several
and a decided rest
She wore a veil and carried a bouprobably will be appreciated followquet of lilies of the valley. She made
ing this strenuous six days.
L5
a most beautiful bride.
Osborne Haydon was the priest,
Basketball Game
and was arrayel in a long priestly And
Dance Planned.
robe. He performed the marriage
were completed last
Arrangements
ceremony in the presence of the many night for a big dance and basketball
guests present. Miss Marguerite Clux- game to be given on November 14 in
ton played a wedding march during the
armory by the city basketball
the ceremony.
team. This affair will mark the openFollowing the matrimonial ceremo- ing of the basketball season for Las
ny each guest was presented with a Vegas, and the city basketball team,
5
ON 1
little white wedding box which con- recently organized, will make Its first
tained the announcement of Miss
appearance in public. This team will
engagement. The announc-men- t, play another local organization which
made in so original a way, was is competing for the city championa complete surprise to Miss Henri-quez'- s ship. The Greater Las Vegas band
will furnish music before the game
many friends.
Cards followed, and as a prize to and between the halves.
CONSISTING OF
the winners a piece of wedding cake
Immediately following the baskett
In
order
b
endwas
will
dance
afternoon
a
The
ball game
was given.
5 and 3 years old,
Team
One
Mares,
Draft
Percheron,
Heavy
Und
continue for the rest ot the evsfted delightfully by the serving of reboth in foal and one Colt Beside; One Team Heavy Draft Gilden
ing. A number of committees have
freshments.
Percheron, 5 years old, well broke; One Team Heaw Draft Gilden
Present at the affair were Mrs. been appointed and1 hone to make
Percheson, 3 years old, well boke; One Draft Horse, 11 years
W. E. Kaser, Mrs. H. E. Hoke, Mrs. this affair one of the most interestthe month of
G. H. Hunker, Mrs. Ed Lewis, Mrs. ing to take place during
old; One Driving Team, 4 years old, Mare in foal, both well broke
"
Isaao Bacharach, Mrs. Simon Bach-arac- November.
single or double; One Percheron Mare Filly, 2 years old; One
Mrs. G. A. Fleming, Mrs. ::;;;!
Saddle Mare, 5 years old, in foal; One Saddle Horse.
Charles Spiess, Mrs. W. C. Bailey, Round Dozen Club
Mrs.
With
Crocker.
Meets
Mrs. Arthur llfeld, Mrs. E. D.
The Sound Dozen club was delightMrs.
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds,
entertained this week by Mrs.
fully
G.
W.
W?.rd,
Mrs.
C.
K. D. Goodall,
L.
V.
Crocker at the C. S. Losey resi
CONSISTING
Mrs.; Charles Trumbull, Mrs. H. M.
The club enjoyed a pleasant
dence.
J1.
Mrs.
McWenie,
Smith, Mrs. E.
e
Thirty-NinCows, some milchers, some coming fresh in De.
social afternoon,' concluded with the
Herbert Clark, Mrs. A. T. Rogers,
cember and later, others Good Range Cows; Seventeen Head
serving of dainty refreshments. Pres
Jr., Mrs. Ben Strkkfadden, Mrs. J. ent were Mrs. W. J.
Mrs.
H.
J.
Lucas,
Yearling Steers and Heifers in very good shape; Thirty-Eigh- t
Leslie Wltten,
P. Earickson, Mrs.
Mrs. E. I Hammond, Mrs. G.
York,
d
Calves, Steers and Heifers; One Yearling Bull;' One
Mrs. Homer Tilton, Mrs. D. ,T- - Hos- A.
Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs.
Fleming,
S.
Bull Calf.
Holstein
kins, Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. J.
C. W. Wesner, Mrs. C. S. Losey and
Duncan, Jr., Mrs. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs. Mrs.
L V. Crocker
Elmer Veeder, Mrs . Frank ManzaFREE LUNCH AT NOON.
BRING YOUR OWN DRINKING CUP
4 v
nares, Mrs. Richard Devine, Mrs.
class managed by
The
dancing
Kearney,
Roy Prentice, Mrs.-E.;NMrs. H. S. Van Petten met this af
Mrs. George Smith, Mrs. S. B. Davis, ternoon for the third
regular session
Jr., Mrs. Bert Adams, Mrs. R. J. Tau-per- and reports say fhat this class Is rap
Miss May
MANAGER. OF SALE,
Mrs. Paul Breese,
idly gaining knowledge in the terpslRoss, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss chorean art. The class is planning a
CHAS. GOOD, Clerk
H. R. PARKER, Auctioneer
Jeanette Ward, Miss Mossie York,
to be given within the next
Emma big party
Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss
two months.
Tamme, Miss Louise Cunningham,
Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Mary Harris,
Subscribe for The Optic.
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Miss Mary Davis, Miss Bessie Cooley,
Cal.. will answer any inquir- - Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Miss Etta Head, Miss Marguerite ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
He says further "Foley's
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Cavanauagh, Miss Rebecca Henriquez, Compound.
Cincinnati housemaids have organand Tar Compound has greatly
Honev
Miss Cornelia
Miss Anne George,
trouble
bronchial
benefited me for
ized a maids' union and declare they
Murray and Miss Mildred Browne.
and cou eh. sfter I used other' rem will refuse to handle articles made or FOE SALB 12 White Leghorn hens,
a
edies that failed. It Is more like
60c. Inquire 1004 Third", street.
men.
delivered by
food than a medicine." Do not ac
Mrs. Ward Gives
a Hallowe'en Party
wfc' 7$ I'vi, ItP''
This afternoon at her home, Mre.
r.
Charles W. G. Ward entertained a
a
Hallowe'en
of
number
her friends at
party, that was a most enjoyable affair. The Ward residence was arrayed In colors typical to the Hallowe'en
season, while the entertainment ws
'
most interesting. Refreshments, served in true Hallowe'en style were delicious. Those present at this affair
were Mrs. R. J. Taupert, Mrs. Earl
Norton, Mrs. H. F. Tilton, Mrs.
Soft, warm and comfortable undergarments in wide range of styles.
Richard Devine, Miss Ola Laird, Miss
Mildred Browne, Miss Emma Tamme,
care with the idea 'in view of
the
These have been selected
Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Louise
been
for
climate. The
most suitable
Miss Marguerite BerCunningham,
getting
nard, Miss Rebecca Henriquez, Miss
has been considered Come in.
highly satisfactory. Your
Thelma Vollmer, Miss Rose Powers,
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss Mary
Well-Know- n
Harris, Miss Cornelia Murray, M'ss
Mossie
Miss
Marguerite Cluxton,
'
York, Miss
Marguerite Cavanaugh,
Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss May Ross,
Miss Ruth Parkin and Miss Anne

00

0 RIVE

YOU

AH AUT

OUR "AUTO GLAS"
EYES
SAVE

IT

FINE FOR. SHOOTING

i

AT THE HOSKINS RANCH
MILES EAST OF LAS VEGAS,

Hen-riquez- 's
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HEAD OF HORDES

12

j

Ray-nold-

94 HEiAD OF CATTLE
Or

Full-Bloo-

JACOB R.EGEHR.,

t,

non-unio- n

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
a

with
greatest
this
garments
taste

the

So father Is to have a day,
If congress will permit.
For four and twenty hours he
Will be supremely It.
They'll tell of all the good he's done,
On Pa they'll throw the lights.
Yes, Father's day seems all O. K., : George.
To speak not of his nights.
'

1913.

25,

result has

Staley and Superior
Makes For

Lord and Taylor's

Garments

4 4 4
Bright Idea Club
Tis only fair that he hould have
Holds a Meeting.
A little
praise,
The Bright Idea Bridge club met
And join the list of other folks
yesterday afternoon, with Mrs..Hallett
Who air have special days.
Raynolds.: A delightfully entertaining
He's worked and tolled with all hif afternoon was spent by, all those
might
present Bnd ended with the serving
To serve his family good,
of refreshments by the hostess. Pres.Though handicapped and badly ent were Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. C. A.
rapped
Spiess, Mrs. W. C. Bailey, Mrs. W. E.
By increased cost of food.
Gortner, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
l
Erie Hoke, Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, Mrs.
Yes, Father's always on the job,
L. V. Crocker and Mrs. Hallett RayAt work he's ever found.
nolds.
He has to be It's. up to him
4 4
To make the wheels go round.
Mrs. Nahm Entertains
He doesn't have much idle time,
for Mrs. P, Bonheim
He seldom stops for play
afternoon at her home
Tuesday
seems
to
be
A hero he, who
Mrs.
entertained several
Nahm
Sig
Entitled to a day.
of her friends in honor of Mrs. Pauline Bonheim.- A delightful afternoon
Pa here's to Father, thougn at times
was
spent by all those present, endHis manners may be gruff.
ed by the serving of dainty refreshno
task
It's
easy
Remember,
ments. Present were Mrs. Pauline
To hustle for the stuff.
Bonheim, Mrs. N. L. Rosenthal, Mrs.
for
ask
He doesn't
any praise,
M. Cellers, Mrs. Herman llfeld, Mrs.
But, surely, some 13 flue
to
a
throw
Let's have dav;
him, say, R. Goldsmith, Mrs. J.. Regensberg,
Mrs1, B. Danziger, Mrs. B. Kohn and
A small bouquet or two. ,v
Mrs.
T. Brash.
Y.
Times.
T. W. Jackson in N.
well-earne- d

-

For Women

Men

High neck Union Suits with long
Low neck sleeves Union
sleeves
Suits ankle length, two piece garments in "cotton coTtonlinarsTIk

run of sizes for slight -medium and stout men Seethe new
A full

'Hi

wool and sjlk .and wool all styles
new and price? range from

closed crotch Union Suits We are
"showing a'hig stock and will please

r

you. j
Prices range from

'

:

13

50c to $4.50

35c to $3.30
FOR CHILDREN

Australian Wool or Cotton Union Suits and Two Piece Suits for children from 1 year up to
years. Reuben and Vanity Vests for Infants. It is a pleasure to show this line and at pre'
'.
sent the stocks aie very complete.
15

'

20c to $1.50 Per Garment

-

Victor
Talking
Machines

r

"Ths

S-ron-

of Quality

E

.

I' h
!z

c

11

,

3

fat

'
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.
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E.LasVcgas.
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Iron
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PERSONALS
Black of Mora was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today,
G. M. Cantwell of Alamosa, Colo.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Bias Sanchez came in last night
from his home at Wagon Mound for
a short business visit here.
H. K. Kitchen, representative for
the American Hotel Register company of Chicago, was a business visitor
here today.
Leo Regensberg and party left this
morning in an automobile for Mora
where they will visit relatives for the
next few days.
Louis Rosenthal, son of Charles Rosenthal, left last night for Kansas
for
City where he will visit relatives
weeks.
the next few
Fred Rowalt and son arrived "in the
their
city yesterday evening from
here
remain
will
and
home at Boston
for the next few days.
Charles Northschlld, representative
Clothing com
for the Rosenwald-Wei- l
vispany of Chicago, was a business
today.
Las
Vegas
itor In
Mrs. W. H. Shirley ana Mrs. j. u.
Hay ward came in last night from
Cherryvale for a several days' visit
wtih friends in Las Vegas.
P. E. Clarke, a well known business man of Albuquerque, came in
last night and will be a business visitor here for several days.
Ike Bacharach of the Bahcaract
Brothers firm, left this morning for'
his ranch on the mesa where he will
be on business for a short time.
George Hunker and Louis Armijo
left this morning 4n Mr. Hunker's
automobile for Cherryvale where they
spent the day on legal business.
Oscar Iinberg, secretary of the civil
service department at the local
left last night for fcevy where
he will conduct an examination for
a fourth class postmaster at that

Ul

(I

5EBGEANT-AT- -'

n

C. D.

post-offic-

place.

Tit KER1UL
"IT SERVES

ARMS

FURNITURE
YOU

FOB THE REMAINDER

Printed Linoleum at 45c equal to
any 65c Linoleum manufactured;
The selection is large and
m
the patterns all choice, n
Square yard

,

lull

Ben Williams, wife of Ben
Attorney W. G. Hay don left this
Williams, chief special officer for the
for shoemaker for a short
afternoon
in
came
Santa Fe Railway company,

Albu- business visit.
Mrs. J, D. Hand came in this afterwith
visit
querque for a several days'
noon from Los Alamos for a few days'
friends.
visit with friends in Las Vegas.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
Attorney W. J. Lucas left this aftUniverNormal
Mexico
New
of the
for Wagon Mound where he
ernoon
sity, left last night for Silver City will be on business for several days.
and other places in' that section of
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., and son,
the state, where he will be on busileft last night for Colorado
Waldo,
ness for the next few days.
Colo., where they will visit
James Abercrombie, a well known Springs,
for the next few days.1
relatives
resident of Antonchico, came in last
Davis,
S.
Jr., formerly United
B.
night and left this afternoon for Den- States attorney, returned this afterver where he will undergo an opera- noon
from Denver, where he1 has been
tion on his eeys. Mr. Abercrombife for the
past few days on business.
expects to be in Denver for several
F. C. Fox, general manager of the
weeks.
western lines of the Santa Fe, passed
S. A. McDonald, a conductor on throiisrli Tab Vegas this afternoon in
the local division of the Santa Fe,jWfJ prIvate buslnes3 car on his way
returned yesterday afternoon from an from Amarillo, Tex., to La Junta. ,
extended visit in Missouri. Mr. McMiss Carrie Miles, accompanied by
in Excelsior Miss Lois Kent, came In this afterDonald has been
Springs, Mo., for several months on noon from Denver and will remain
account of his health.
here as members of the Lubin Motion
George H. Kinkel, local representa- Picture company. Miss Kent left the
tive for the New York Life Insurance first part of this week for Denver
company, in company with M. R. Wil- and accompanied1 Miss Miles to Las
,
liams, superintendent of the bridge Vegas.
and building department of the New
Mexico division of the Santa Fe RailThe average nominal rate of wages
last night
way company, returned
to
adults is $16 a week in west Ausfrom Santa Fe where they have been
as compared ' with $13.50 a
tralia,
attending the Masonic ceremonies.
In
week
Tasmania, the two states of
Thomas Johnsen of the flrm of J. C.
where tie highest and the
Australia
Johnson and Son, left last night for
are paid.
'Dawson where he was called to as- lowest wages, respectively,
sist in the burial of the large number of miners who were killed $n the
states have employThirty-seve-n
Mr.
over
the
ers'
explosion.
Johnsen,
liability laws, and in y, of them
this morning, stated that the the old common law defense of "felmen were being buried at the rate low servant" has been abrogated,
of 25 a day, or practically as fast as while in seven others it has been modthe bodies are being recovered.
ified,

last night from' her home at

tele-phon-

.

RIGHT"

Total Resources October 24, 1912.
Total Resources October 24. 1913.

OF THIS MONTH

PEOPLES BANK

Inlaid Linoleum at half price. We
offer the greatest valne in Inlaid
Linnleum ever known. Regular
$1.50 Linoleum, colors go
throuijh to the back; at,
equate yard

lLoy cl

'PashtheButton-andRest- ''

ftbL
V4
mm

LAST

ST IN AT

LOOKED

DAY
(Continued From Page One.)
Be Slow
Canvasslng Returns
Washington, Oct. 25. No official
dispatches had received here today
from Vera Cruz regarding the summons of General Felix Diaz to Mexico
City. It Is the official opinion that
it will be many days before the result
of the Mexican elections tomorrow
can be announced, owing to the demoralization of communication.
Mtiteh speculation' abounds as to
how the vote will be canvassed.
Huerta, having dissolved the legislative tranches of the government, a
body designated by the constitution
of Mexico to review the returns, the
belief is that Huerta will appoint a
special election board or refer the
canvass to the supreme court.

Powers Exchange Views
Paris, Oct., 25. Exchanges of views
are taking place between various Euio
ropean powers possessing large
interests in Mexico, with the
policies
.object of defining common
there, especially a joint attitude after
the elections, as it is understood that
the government at Washington will
decline to recognize a result which
the European governments might consider provisionally desirable. The initiative in the matter is understood
to come from London.

the suggestion with disfavor, but
frained from any expressions.

Cabinet Members Interested
Washington, Oct. 25. Such cabinet
officers as remained in the capital
today manifested a deep interest In
the Paris dispatches telling of, an exchange of views between European
nations interested in Mexico with the
object of defining common policies.
President JVilson's absence, coupled
with the absence
of Secretaries
Bryan, Daniels and Garrison, divested
Washington of a officials who could
speak with authority on the government's attitude toward thiis latest
development. Other officials connected with the progress of the Mexican
situation apparently did not regard

TRUST CO.
.
. S114.000.00

at the present

state federations,

(9

HALLOWEEH

city central
bodies and 668 local trade and federal labor unions have no

re-

Monterey Reported Fallen .'
Larede, Tex., Oct. 25. A Spanish
paper here today published an extra
declaring that constitutionalists captured Monterey late last
night.
These dispatches are alleged to have
come from the constitutionalist Gen
eral Blanco at Matamoras, who re
ported he had telegraphic communl
cation, to within seven miles of Mon
terey.

E

Last night's game between the
Peons and Bankers ended with the
Bankers In the lead by 59 pins. The
two teams now are on an equal standing, each having won two games. Unexpectedly, there were no igh scores
rolled last night, and the , figures
indicate both aggregations must bave
been on a hunger strike. The highest
score piled up was by Wltten, who
rolled 483 pins. The low honors went
to Ament, with 406 pins. The official
score for the game is as follows:

im

632

CARNIVAL

--

1st 2nd 3rd
..146 145 121

Martin
Ament-

-

--

Losey
Henriquez

-

..

114

146

-- 141
63

144

141
179
177

166
124
149
142

708.

788

702

2198

Bankers
1st 2nd 3rd
161
108

191

S trass
Hoke
McWenie

159
135

150

158
179
118

165

433

713

822

722

2257

.

.

YOUNG DURAN TO

146
122
145
144

7 to 12 G. M.
For the first time in the
history of Las Yejjas

!"''

Adv.

KANSAS CITY

leDIMLUBEOS

LIVE STOCK

Carnival Company
WILL GIVE THEIR
WEIRD

;,

Twenty-eigh- t
women
thousand
workers are employed in the mills
and factories of Belfast, Ireland.

SUNDAY

Containing the most talented

talent ever seen in captivity

50 People in Ibe Show

9.

FOR INSTANCE

FRANK E. IIULL
of New York City

Will Give His Clever

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 25. Although wheat

CARTOON STUNT

today showed a tendency at first to
ease off, the market afterward Btea-dieon account of the relative firmness of cables. Opening prices were
off to a like amount up and the
market, after a slight decline,' held
around yesterday's close. The close
was steady
cent lower to a shade
higher compared with last night.
Corn rallied with wheat and because of predicted stormy weather.
The market started unchanged to
up, sagged temporarily and then re
acted to the same figures as the
s
close.
An
additional upturn
ensued and there was a firm close
V to
net higher.
Dealers In oats appeared to be
guided almost wholly by the course
of other grain.
First sales of provisions were Zxh '
to 5 cents to 10 cents up and some
further gain was scored. The clos- ing quotations were as follows: i,,
.... j
Wheat, Dec. 83; May 88.

ti

TEE

42.'

Leadership Prof. Zin, Will
Blaze Forth
EDMUND F:

UK

,'

We have received a complete assortment of Boy's Suits in brown, ray and
blue serge, with two pairs Knicker Pants to match coat, all sizes. To make this

J

i

j

doubly attractive, the price for a short time, Coat and two pairs pants

ies

imj

Many others with one pair Pants, including the serviceable Corduroy Suits
at $4.50 up. Why delay? Buy when we have the size. We will he pleased to
show you, whether you buy or not.
.

r
V.
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ID '
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P

CO

of the Lubin Motion Picture
Co. in a Rattling Good

FANCY ROPING
ACT
TKECHAmR0Fi::::::3
WITH SO PEOPLE

Clammy-Uncanny-SLi-

juaranteed

V

28

'

LOS

FLIT

-

very

and Spooky

j

17-2- 8

FANCY

;

(..

u

j

I

pecial

H
H

TWO BHASS

t

Bully Good Cox Dal!

A

BOWLING HATCH
ELKS

vs

Y. M. C .A.

Faithful Reproduction cf
the Deciding Game in the

A

y

T

H

REAL MUSIC

IN

rre-viou-

semi-wind-u- p

OECIIESTC

VIOLIN

Direction Mrs. G'MaMey

In foreign countries you come Into
competition with the best goods from
RATON BOXER WILL FIGHT IN every land. An article must have me
rit of the highest order to win esteem
PRELIMINARY TO BACA-TOGin many of these countries Chamber
BOUT
lain's Cough Remedy is the most pop
"Young" Duran of Eaton, who will ular medicine in use for coughs and
box in the
of the Togo-Bac- a colds because it is the best. For sale
bout to be staged here on No by all dealers. Adv.
vember A, will arrive In Las Vegas
tomorrow on the noon train, according
Las Vegas, N. M.,
to advices received by the promoters
To the Stockholders or Homer Min- of the bout this morning. Duran will
lag Company:. .
start training at once.
Tou are hereby notified that the an
The local fans find much pleasure
nual meeting of the stockholders of
in attending the training
quarters
near the Lobby cafe at night and good the Romero Mining Company will beheld at the office of William G. Hayexhibitions of boxing are given each
don in East Las Vegas, N. M., Novem
accident
knock
a
T
evening. Through
Corn, Dec. C8; May 80.
out took place one night this week ber 3,, 1913, at the hour of 10 a. m.
Oats, Dec. 39; May
Same- being the first Monday In Noand each evening a number of classy
Pork,! Jan. $19.87; May $20.,-- . ;!
bouta are staged In the quarters vember and the date fixed by the by
Lard, Jan. $10.67; May $10.82.
This work will continue until the laws of said company for the annual
Ribs, Jan. $10.55; .May $10.70.
Said meeting Is called to
meeting.
night of the bout
Promoters Cordova and Montoya elect officers and directors for the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
have placed the tickets for this bout ensuing year, and for such other busNew York, Oct. 25. The market
on sale and expect a heavy advance iness as may properly come oefore
said meeting.
closed firm. Restrictive factor were
reservation.
Respectfully yours,
Imposed on 'today's stock market,
H. C DE BACA, Sec'y.
and trading was light all through the
Subscribe for The Optic.
half-dasession. Prominence given
to latest developments in the Mexican situation exerted considerable influence on speculation, and the traders were of the opinion thermarket
would continue to reflect crippling
of the buying power until conditions
over the border were less troubled.
Reviews of the week's trade were
tinged, with a hopeful tone, but the pea- - P
i rfii .hi)-- .
imistio feeling in regard to the iron '
and steel industry was too deepseat- - .
ed to be affected greatly by Improve-men- t
in other branches of business,
CHICKEI
SUPPER
While the movement of some stocks '
gave the impression that they were i
sold out, the main course was disap- - i ;
pointing to the bull faction. Losses
were comparatively small, but the
market lacked the capacity to take ;
3L
even the limited amounts put out '4
without restrictions. The customary,
week-en- d
coverings pulled Up the list
just before the close to about a par- If y with
yesterday's final range.
S37 SIXTH STREET Bonds were irregular.
The last sales were:
ui
73
Amalgamated Copper
....108
;
Sti?ar, b(id
Atchison .
SaVj' I
!
Northern PacificCF TIE
..162
Reading
87V.
Southern Pacific
i
Union Pacific
S i
lit!d Slates Steel
LOR1.
1'itit.ed States Steel, pfd. ..
O

AND WOIiEEFUL
EXHIBITION

458

Bowled for Duncan.

ARRIVE HERE

October 31st.

Stop cougnmg! you rack the lung
and worry the body. BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irritation, heals the lungs and. restores
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 60c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Drug Co.

n

Y. M. C. A.

Market
Sheep,, receipts, 2,000.
To'I steady. Lambs $6.507.15; year483 lings
$4.755.50; wethers $4.255;
421 ewes
stockers and feed$3.754.35;
462 ers
$36.50.

Witten
J. Danziger

176

Michigan's industrial accident board
counts a week to be a period of six
working days, and figures compensation on the basis paid the worker
daily.

Kansas City, October 25. Hogs, re
Market steady to 5
ceipts 1,500.
cents higher. Bulk $7457.85; heavy ,$7.607.85; packers ; and butchers; $7.507.90; lights ,J7.407. 80;
!'
pigs $67.25.
To'I
Cattle, receipts 600. Market steady.
412 Prime fed steers $8.859.50; dress426 ed beef steers $7.258.75; western
406 steers $6.258.50; southern
steers
481 $5.507.25; cows $4.
257; , heifers
463 $58.25; stockers and feeders $5.50
7.80; bulls $4.506.50; calves $5.50

Peotas

.

Conway

...

ecc-nom-

..$301,433.22

time, with the American Federation
of Labor, 120 International
trade
unions, with their 27,000 local unions,
39

WEEK'S

DEFEAT THE PEONS IN A SMALL-SCORGAME, EVENING
UP THE HONORS

Brownsville Learns the News
Brownsville, Tex., Oct. 25. "Monterey has been captured." This was
the message received today by Constitutional General Lucio Blanco at
Matamoras, opposite here. It came
from his chief of staff, Major Mxijica,
who is today at Reynosa, 60 miles
from here on the railway line to Mon
terey.

FOR ELECTION

There are affiliated,

...S124.81O.03

STUNT

SII.OOTO

OrSteepUJ

TROUBLE

ESy

(&

-

-

-

BANKERS REPEAT

Choirs

YMrS

J

-

CAPITAL

nr.
U,P

BIG LINE OF

1

Mrs.

WATCH US GROW

INLAID LINOLEUMS HALF PRICE

HARRY WELLS IS DEPOSED FOR
"REGISTERING Ai KICK"
WITH McCULLOUGH'

Yesterday afternoon at the Castle
school a legal trial was held, ending
with the impeachment of the sergeant-at-ann- s
of the eighth grade. The de
cision was handed down by the judge
only after the lawyers In the case
had1 hotly argued the different phases
of the charges ' and had thoroughly
covered every point on each side of
the question.
Harry Wells, a member of The
Optic carrier force, was the sergeant
impeached. He put up a bitter' fight
to avoid being deposed, but through
excellent work on the part oi tne
prosecuting attorney was he finally
convicted and sentenced oy juage
Matt McCall.
The charge against Wells was as
sault and using Improper methods to
prevent disturbance in the school
The complaint was filed by
room.
Charles McCullough. Wells, being the
official responsible for keeping' order
In the room, discovered1 McCullough
making an unnecessary disturbance,
whereupon he at once issued a stiff
kick to McCullough's legs. McCullough being' bf a1 quiet nature, did not
offer to show any signs of returning
the kick, but at once filed charges
against Wells.
Those connected with the case
were: Judge, Matt McCall; lawyers,
Margaret Larkln- - and Arthur Ed
monds, teacher In charge of the room.
Miss Larkin served as the defendant's lawyer, while Mr. Edmonds advocated the Impeachment of Wells.
The witnesses In the case were Edith
Wright and Mildred Myers.
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TO TRY VON KLEIN AGAIN
the land claimed by J. M. Aragon; corner; TRACT NO. 13N. From the
'A
northwest
69
Ore., Oct. 25. The case
corner
Portland,
S.
deg.
thence along said fence
just described,
ted
attra
which
In the District Court for the Fourth 12 min. E. 150 feet; thence S. 64 thence N. 69 deg. 01 min. W. 619 of E. E. C. Von Klein,
of his ari
Judicial District of the State of deg. 23 min. E. 821 feet to the feet to the northwest corner of this much attention at the time
is on the
New Mexico, sitting within . and Northwest corner of tract No. 3N; tract now described; thence S. 24 rest in Chicago last winter,
Morrow's court
thence S. 24 deg. W. 2300 feet to deg. 33 min. W. 2967 feet to the calendar- of Judge
for the County of San Miguel.
Von Klein
next
trial
Monday.
for
here
of
center
the
thence
Sapello River;
the center of the Sapello River;
Isabel R, Hand, Plaintiff,
s
of $3,500
theft
13
tried
for
the
to be
tbence down said river S. 64 iog. S. 69 deg. E. 206 feet; thence N.
versus
e
Ethel
of
from
diamonds
worth
24
33
of
2967
min.
E.
feet to the
deg.
43 min. E. 180 feet to the point
The Placita Ranch Comof Portland, who was responintersection of the East line of land fence of Placita Ranch Co.; thence
'
pany; James D. Hand;
'
his arrest. A previous trial r
i
for
sible
claimed "by Santiago Aragon and N. 69 deg. 01 min. W. 206 feet to
The Town of Las Vegas;
disa
resulted
in
same
on
the
I
charge
TRACTS
thence
northwest
the
NOS.
corner.
said
river;
the center of
. .
Board of Trustees of the
of the jury. Von Klein is
Town of Las Vegas; The
along said line S. 24 deg. W. 2640 I5N AND 15S; From the north- agreement an Indictment
!
for
alleged
also under
Union Land and Grazing
feet; thence S. 76 deg. 15 min. E. west corner just described, thence
of
son
to
the
be
is
said
He
10 min. N. 67 deg. 02 min.
W. 255 feet to bigamy.
610 feet; thence N. 24 deg.
Paul Butler;
Company;
line of the Northeast corner of this tract be- a well known professor at Evanston,
fence
the
to
4840
E
feet
Butler
Ames;
Blanche
111.
Prior to his present trouble he
thence continuing
Placita Ranch Co.; thenjee along ing described;
Charles C. Catron; and
in the jewelry business iATES TOR CLASSIFIED
was
engaged
said fence line S. 64 deg. 23 min. along the fence line of Placita Ranch
Unknown Claimants of InIt is reported that
in
Minneapolis.
64
37
1129
S.
02
min.
67
No.
W.
deg.
Co.,
E. 1357 feet; thence
feet;
deg.
terests in the Premises Adwho was a prinwhomen
the
one
of
ruin, E. 1283 feet to the Northwest thence N. 64 deg. 00' min. W. 1S00
verse to the Plaintiff, Dethe
for
prosecution at Five cents oer line farh Insprtlnn.
witness
cipal
corner of Tract No. 2N; thence S. 20 feet; thence N. 66 deg. 27 min. W.
fendants.
be on hand to Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
not
trial
will
first
the
deg. 40 min. W. 1660 feet to the 1274 feet to the northwest corner,
(Said premises being the
Klein at the ap- No ad to occupy less space than two
Von
against
testify
center of the Sapello River; thence which point is marked by a sand(
land and real estate des- All
lines
advertisemrnts
charged
30 min. W. 3813 feet; stone
marked ' "H"; proaching trial.
monument
S. 22 deg.
bribed in the complaint
will be booked at space actually set
21 thence S. 23 deg. 15
1750
N.
1838
W.
min.
thence
E.
feet;
thence
Jn this action.)
without regard to number of words.
E. 3241 feet to the feet to the center of the Sapello
To Paul Butler; to Blanche Butler deg. 29 min.
CLEANSE Cash In advlnce
,
min.
45
preferred.
58
the
thence
of
S.
thence
deg.
Sapello River;
River;
Ames; to the Town of Las Vegas: (enter
1900
40
to
of
min.
said
E.
line
center
feet
380
N.
22
E.
feet
deg.
Interalong
and to Unknown Claimants of
AND BOWELS
ft VI. I
ests in the Premises Adverse to the the fence line of Placita Ranch river; thence S. 23 deg. 18 min.
S.
83
said
fence
the
north
to
4025
W.
feet
boundary
along
Plaintiff, (said premises being the Co.; thence,
390 feet; thence S. of the land of Panora
Land Co.;
li'pd and real estate described, in the deg. 40 min. E.
NO HEADACHE,
38
'min.
S3
E. 315 feet to the thence along said north boundary FEEL BULLY!
deg.
oorulaint in this action), being cerh2v i, j
SOUR STOMACH, BAD BREATH,
660
No.
of
corner
south
2990
Tract
east
Northwest
feet;
due
IN;
feet;
above
in
the
tain of the defendants
CONSTIPATION
thence S. 20 deg. W. 2290 feet to east 774 feet to a monument; thence
entitled cause:
Get a
box now.
to
764
E.
center
feet
25
the
min.
20
of
the
N.
River;
Sapello
deg.
You and each of you are hereby
Are
you
keeping your liver, stomriotified that an action or suit to quiet thence along said center line S. 82 the fence of Diego Trujillo; thence
ach
bowels
and
clean, pure and fresh
VP
min.
57
75
N.
275
38
N.
thence
E.
min.
deg.
feet;
along said fence
title has been commenced against deg.
or merely forcing a
with
Cascarets
45
min.
25
2290
N.
to
fence
20
E.
143
feet
the
deg.
E,
W.
deg.
with
feet;
ou and each of you, together
every few days with salts,
other defendants, In the above entitl line of Placita Ranch Co.; thence 315 feet; Nl 43 deg. 20 min. W. passageway
or castor oil? This is
cathartic
pills
1003
thence
3S
S2
min.
E.
feet
corner;
a
136
fence
to
acfeet
deg.
ed District Court, said cause or
to
important.
tion being entitled and numbered ou r.long said fence to a fence cor N. 24 des. 33 min. E. 900 feet
Cascarets immediately cleanse the SALESMEN making small towns,
thence following the center of the Sapello River;
. the docket of said
court as above set ner and gate;
whole time or sideline, should car
remove' the sour, undigested
stomach,
ue min. w. thence S. 54 deg. 15 min. E.. 145
forth; that the general objects of a fence line w. ju aeg.
ry our fast selling pocket sideline;
and
foul
'
and
food
gases;
fermenting
min'.
E.
10
02
thence S. 32 deg.
feet; thence N. 26 deg.
said action and the nature of the re- 4070 feet;
sales plan allowing return
and
special
the
from
bile
liver
excess
the
take
lief prayed for are as follows: That min. W. 200 feet; thence S. 8 deg. 2945 feet to the Northeast corner.
of unsold goods makes quick, easy
consti
out
the
of
the
system
carry
all unknown persons who claim any 36 min. W. 264 feet; thence S. 70 TRACTS NOS. 16N AND 16S: From
sales; $4 commission on each order.
pated waste matter and poison in the
Interest or title adverse to the plain- deg. 41 min. E. 409 feet; thence the Northwest corner of tract 15N bowels.
Something entirely new. Write for
sandtiff in the land and real estate des- S. 13 deg. 49 min. W. 548 feet; which point is marked with a
outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212
No odds how sick, headachy, bilious
400
as
described;
stone monument
cribed In the complaint In this actldn, thence N. 80 deg. 10 min. W.
Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
a
Cascaret
and
feel,
constipated ypu
E. thence N. 70 deg. W. 11,615 feet to
1 deg. 11 min.
being the same land and real estate feet; tbence S.
will straighten ,you out by
tonight
N.
thence
hereinafter described, may be made 1S04 feet to the Dolnt of inter the place of beginning;
and plain sewing.
work while you sleep. DRESSMAKING
with, the 40 deg. 14 min.." E. 1683 feet; morning. They
line
of
fence
the
section
In
the
action
in
defendant
said
614 Twelfth street.
parties
will
A
box
from
druggist
your
1050
name and style of "Unknown Claim- South line of Sec. 6. T. 17 N. R. thence S. 45 deg. 50 min. E.
sweet
W. keep your head clear, stomach
40 deg. 14 min.
S.
line
South
said
thence
17
thence
AdE.;
feet;
In
Premises
along
the
ants of Interest
bowels regular for WANTED Three or four room fur
liver
and
and
your
50 min.
verse to the Plaintiff," as above set E. 1623 feet to the Southeast corner 1683 feet; thence N. 45 deg.
nished house, modern. Call Elks
the children
15 months. Don't forget
27
S.
South
750
thence
deg.
the
W.
thence
Sec.
feet;
of
along
5;
club.
a
forth; that the said plaintiff's title
need
insldes
little
their
gentle
45 deg.
and estate in the land and real es- line, of Sec. 4 E. 450 feet to the min. W. 1590 feet; thence N.
too. Adv.
cleansing,
WANTED First class cook;
tate described in the complaint in point of intersection of said section 50 min. W. 300 feet; tnence jn.
refer1590 feet to the
ences required.
said action and hereinafter described, line and the western boundary of a 27 deg. 15 min. E.
Apply 725 Sixth
Land Co., place of beginning; the last above
street.
may be established against the ad- tract owned by Ten Lakes
thence
Wm.
along described tracts contain an area of National Forest Timber For Sale
Frank;
verse claims of the said defendants formerly of
and each of them, Including your- said western boundary N. 10 deg. 58 605.4 acres, more or less.
4?afe
Sealed bids will be received by the
S. 84 deg.
Also 20 lots in the town of-selves, and that the defendants In min. W. 1380 feet; thence
District
N.
M.,
Albuquerque,
Forester,
as shown upon said map,
said cause and each and everyone of 43 min. W. 360 feet; thence N. 10
to and including November 10,
5.4 acres. up
FOR SALE First class piano, also
1913, for 150,000 green and dry cedar
them may be barred and forever es dee. 58 min.. W. 1148 feet; thence containing an aggregate of
Galbase burner very cheap, inquire at
los
de
6
Plaza
360
in
the
Also
lots
min.
43
or
more
E.
84
a
feet;
X.
less, upon
posts,
deg.
designated
topped from having or claiming any
511 National avenue.
said
map, area within those portions of T. 12
684 legos as
W.
shown,
upon
min.
58
10
N.
theace
deg.
to
the
or
in
or
Interest
Tight, title
13 and 14 iS., T. 13 N.,
N.
4.2
Ranges
of
an
acres,
of
aggregate
the Sapello containing
said described land, real estate and feet to the center
Ranges 12, 13 and 14 E., T. 14 N., FOR SALE Fourteen head of horses
center more or less.
premises or any part thereof adverse River; thence along said
Ranges 11, 12, 13, 14 and' 15 E., T
'
See William Shillinglaw.
hereinbefore
or
S.
The map
plat
15 N. Ranges 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 E.
to said plaintiff, and that said plain line due East 460 feet; thence
on file and T. 16 N. Ranges 11, 12 and 14
to
is
referred
and
mentioned
to
the
3212
E.
feet
min.
58
10
deg.
tiff's title thereto and estate therein
cause marked, East that are included within the FOR SALE Fine fresh milch cow
be forever quieted and set at rest, Southeast corner of the land of Ten in the above entitle
William Harper.
lands
of Isabel R. Pecos National Forest, and all of T,
on
"Plat
is
corner
showing
Lakes Land Co., which
and for general relief:
16 N. R. 13 E. N. M. P. M., Pecos NaV.
M.
N.
Los
4;
AlamOs,
near
Hand
Sec.
thence
of
line
South
the
estate
and
tional Forest New Mexico. No bid of
The said land, real
of Sec. 4, E. K. Jones, Sept. 1913." and en- less than four cents (?0.04) per post
premises hereinbefore referred to are along said south line
A", will be considered. Deposit with bid
"Plaintiff's Exhibit
more particularly described as fol- 4370 feet to the place of beginning, dorsed,
more or and is hereby referred to for a more $600. The right to reject any and all
acres
2760.4
S3??!
containing
lows,
bids reserved. Before bids are sub I'OR RENT Six room house. 1009
from the lands particular description of said lands mitted, full Information concerning
Those certain tracts or parcels of less; Excepting
Sixth street. H. G. Coors.
described..
the timber, the conditions of sale, and
land and real estate situate, lying just described, the following tracts hereinbefore
said
the
And
unless
you,
that
the submission of bids should be oh FOR RENT
and being In the county of San which are shown upon the map
Desirable front room in
referred to and identi- named defendants, enter your ap tained from the Forest Supervisor,
hereinafter
New
Mexico,
of
In
state
the
modern home; first class German
Miguel,,
the
or
District
New
Mexico,
Cowles,
on
or
suit
said
action
:,
Tract of Teofilo pearance In
fied,
board If desired.- n112 Douglas aveand better described as follows,
Forester, Albuquerque, Ne.w Mexico.
in width, and or before the 1st day of December, T. S. WOOLSEY,
20 varas
Garcia,
Southeast
the
District
at
nue, phone Purple 5501
Acting
Beginning
jr.,
between A. D. 1913, judgment by default or Forester.
lying
corner of Section 4, Township 17 5575 feet long,
Tracts Nos. 12S and 13S, contain- decree pro confesso will be rendered
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable
North, Range 17 East of the N. M.
M. against you and each of you in said
P. M.; thence following section ing 7.2 acres; also tract of J.
neighborhood,
newly
painted, pa100 varas wide and 3275 action or suit.
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
lines North 2 miles; thence West 2 Aragon,
T.
A.
is
Said
20.7
attorney
acres,
DENTISTS
plaintiff's
Phone Purple 5301.
miles; thence S. 88 degrees 52 min- feet long, containing
5N and Rogers, Jr., whose office and
utes "W. 5535 feet; thence West 875 lying between Tracts Nos.
DK. F. B. HUXMANN
address is Crockett Building,
tracts of J. A. Montoya
FURNISHED ROOMS for light housefeet to the point of intersection of 6N; also
M.
N.
4
Las
East
Dentist
Sec.
Vegas,
in
all
62.7
acres,
18
containing
T.
N.,
Sec.
36,
of
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
line
the North
Witness my hand and seal this
Denial work of any description ai
of one tract
R. 16 E., with, the fence line of the except a small portion
moderate prices
Sec. 33; also tracts 10th day of October, A. D. 1913.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Placita Ranch Co.; thence along extending into
LORENZO DELGADO,
1. Center Block, Tel Main 13'
Room
the
persons,
to
following
min.
09
belonging
75
deg.
N.
line
employed, comrortable, furnished
fence
said
o
Clerk of said Disctrlct Court.
Fast Las Vesr'as. New Mexico
Sec. 4: A. sancnez,
room; no health seekers. Phone
W. 674 feet to the Northwest cor- all in
0.4 acres; E. Sena, (Seal of said Court.)
F.
Baca,
acres;
23
S.
deg.
Purple 5301.
thence
ner of this tract;
0.5 acres;
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
1.4 acres; Miguel Sena,
30 min. fW. 2018 feet to the center
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
and
Manuel
Ortega 0.5 acres;
Stomach Trouble and Constipation General
fcTi&GCltsStlQOSID
of the Sapello River; thence S. 70
acres.
0.55
Massage, Hair and Scalp
Leandro
Ortega
the
Cured
deg. 45 min. E. 940 feet along
ManiFacial
tracts
Treatment,
Massage,
Also the following described
center line of Bald river; thence
"I was Sick for three years with
cure, Chiropody.
FOR pure apple cider and good ap
to a of land not included within the stomach trouble and
feet
1924
30
min.
E.
deg.
constipation, docHotel Romalne
hereinbefore
lands
of
the
t, boundaries
ples phone Olive 5621. Prices right.
of the
point on the ferfoe line
TRACT NO. UN: tored continually with different physi- Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
described,
said
thence
along
Cm
cians, with only temporary relief,"
MARRY rich Many wealthy mem
813 feet From the Northwest corner of the
Mrs. Hester Walte, of Antwerp,
fence S. 69 deg. 02 min. E.
says
described
tract hereinbefore
bers; tired living alone; seeking
Tract
general
of
corner
"A friend advised me to try
to the Northwest
CARRIAGE
75 deg. 09 min. W. 1295 Ohio.
N.
marriage; descriptions free.
herein-afte- r thence
AUTOMOBILE,
early
No. 9N shown on the map
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
corner
this
San FrancisMission
Northwest
of
to
Unity
the
feet
W.
25
S.
deg.
referred to; thence
and continued to use them for one
30
23
min.
W.
S.
Cal.
thence
co,
deg.
SIGN PAINTING
tract;
2730 feet to the center of the Sapeland they completely cured me,
the 1542 feet to the center of the Sa- year,
up
.
running
thence
but
trouble
lo River;
not only of the stomach
N. O.
SPANISH lessons by an easy and
pello river; thence S. 75 deg. 09 min.
center line of said river N. 13 deg. E.
429 GRAND AVE.
alsoof the constipation." For sale
center
470
of
said
feet
the
25
SV
practical method. 1215 Mora avealong
5
in W. 875 feet; thence
dealers. Adv.
23 deg. 30 min. E. by all
N.
thence
nue, East Las Vegas, N. M. Prof.
river;
the
to
quarter
,w W. SC37 feet of Sec. 1, T. 1542 feet to the fence line of Placita
D. Trambley.
corner on the North
75 deg. 09 m'.n.
N.
thence
Ranch
Co.;
2670
S..
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
17 N., R- - 16 E.; thence
fURXlWRE AtiO
of ,W. 470 feet to the northwest corner; by local applications, as they cannot
Found!
feet to the center quarter, corner
TRACTS NOS. 12N AND 14S: From reach the diseased portions of the
1430HOUSEHOLD
GOODS
feet;
E.
lience
said Sec. l;
way to cure
the northwest corner of Tract No. ear. There is onlyis one constitutional
6
rrvTTvD Child's red coat. Owner
BOUGHT AMD SOLD
thence N. 1980 feet; thence N. deg. UN
deafness, and that by
75
N.
thence
described,
deg
an
just
184
thence
Deafness
is
N.
caused
remedies.
may have same by calling at Optic
feet;
by
13 215 feet; thence
thence N. inflamed condition of the mucous lin09 min. W. '2345 feet;
East
office and paying for this notice.
the
to
feet
320
W.
70
Ave.
2J.
1210 National
deg.
Tube. When
69 deg. 01 min. W. 697 feet to the, ing of the Eustachian
on
shown
12S
No.
lire of Tract
this tube is Inflamed you have a rum2500 feet northwest corner of this tract; thence
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
map; thence N. 25 deg. E.
6150
W.
feel
IIICHESTER
River; S. 22 deg. 15 min.
PILLS
Sapello
when it Is entirely closed, deafness
the
of
center
the
i0
line to the intersection is the result, and unless the Inflam
THK.IMAJIONO BRAND,
A
a
fence
said
of
line
along
center
'jts.
the
thr-nedown
with mation can be taken out and this tube
extended
IHumond Iipand
if
line
fence
of
835
the
T5he
feet
E.
fills in Kcd anj tinld jnetaUicVx
river S. 37 deg. 30 min. of the Plaza the center line of Sec. 35 T. 18 N., restored to its normal condition,
bones, sealol with Blue Klbboil,
Take no other, liny of your
CAFE
be
will
forever;
destroyed
to the Northeast corner
MERCHANTS
hearing
WrucnM- - Ask fort li I. IlbLTCRIV
u R. 16 E., thence along said line due nine cases out of ten are caused by
IOC Kt
n.iiMF
.rvM.lo: theace S. is oeg.
luajii'.iiF
known as Best. Safest. fiiti.n,
Alwavs Kel labia
veart
937 feet to the quarter corner catarrh, which is nothing but an InSouth
eastern
the
765 feet along
Eat
to
BY
V.
DRUGGISTS
Best
5QID
The
Place
EVERVWRS
jnnn
on the South of said section; thence flamed condition of the mucous surn'--V
nf aid Dlaza; thence S. 55 des.
or
- T;ast 2S7 feet to a point; thence N. faces.
Dinner
Supper
aceBreakfast,
an
along
We will give One Hundred Dollars
2;i min. E. 275 feet
When your food does not digest
36 min. W. 19 deg. 52 min. E. 1620 feet to a fence for any case of deafness (caused by
inLasVe&is
,,ni;i 'thence S. 23 deg.
well and you feel "blue," tired and
fence ne: Thence N. 70 deg. W. 170 natarrli) hnt cannot be cured by
i fppt to an east and west
diBcouraced, you should use a little
Cure. Send f or circulel to a fence corner; thence along Hall's
thence S.
v. 709 feet:
.,,7.. th.,
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
C.
C.
CLAYTON,
.
tree.
E.
35
Prop
min.
23
N
deg.
jirs
15. 181 feet; thence i
bowels, purifies the system and re";0 the fence line of Placita
DOUGLAS AVE.
7; deg. 30 min.
617
JJ
stores a fine feeling of health and en"- iv
..!.!"
K.
Office
N
iei
Next to Postal Telegraph
", ,jOIj,
N. 69 deg. 0!
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Tnkp H;,,.-p.Ujluy puis for const!
Ranch Co.. - which Ranch Co.; thence
f vDci,n.
Drug Co. Ady.
northwest
the
to
Adv.
feet
pI'9
W.
min.
pation.
Northwest corner of
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I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evening ai
ATTORNEY)
their hall on Sixth street. All vlk.Hin?
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-LaT, M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Weru
Las Vegas,
New Mexie
V.
C.
Treasurer;
Hedgcock, Cemeierj
Trustee.

B.

P. O. ELKS

3 caaflwmfflTMi ausuas nanMisr.Ti

Meets

second and
evening of each

For YOU!'

fourth Tuesday
month Elks home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wro. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

This elegant Rogers

Silver Spoon
oH-iiv- ou
use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers-ma-

President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

It

i

giving you
a present for do
ing something
you 'd do uny

V

Meets second an.
Thursday evening eae
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitin.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard ri
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

way when you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

L. O. O. MOOSE

fourth

J.

FLOUR reclb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
of B. B. Meets every first Tue

I. O.

day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock r
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ir
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charts
Greenclay, Secretary.

J

1

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl?
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays o!
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vlsitin'
Montague, Local Deputy.

members are especially welcooe
cordially invited.

V

SILVER
FRENCH'
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS

Ia

are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
--

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
AA
SONS'
STANDARD

ac

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
c urth Thursday
in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members

tained m thi city trom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
20c
25c
50c
40e
50c

2,000 Ibt., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 Ibe., Each Delivery
200 Ibt, to 1,000 Ibe, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lie., Each Delivery

Lees than 50 Ibe, Each Delivery
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9: IU y.
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LOCAL TIME CARD

WKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
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ilar conclave
4 Tuea- Say in each month at Ma
onlo Temple at 7:S p. m. O. H.

-

to-wi-t:

AND CAFE

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

liAfiPnr

New-comb-

to-wl-t:

Bhe

per 100 lb
per 100 lbs.
per 100 Ibe.
per 10 Ibe.
per 100 Ifc.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

u

the Purlly
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributor of Natural Ice,
Tamom.
Lm
Made
Vega
QuaUtlea oi Which Have
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and furniture, articles of as ume
trumenta.

ef aay sort, and miaieal

i

all
As the classified ada. are read
baye:, I aa
of the hmit ui?
finders
te
be
save
eoaie
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Daughter's Untimely End.

EADAGIIE,
BACKACHE
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Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
nnything for nearly six months," writes
na. Lnuii. kjuiii-- i ci oi wis piace, anu
was down in bed for three months.
I cannot u' yen i
!
suffered with
my head, ar.J wita ntivousness and
troubles.
womanly
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
fo give it up. We tried another
doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
it was no use for I was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me anv good. But
1 took
eleven bottles, and now I am able
to do all of my woik and my own
washing.
I think Cardu!
Is the best medicine in
the wo! Id. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from
any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dap;;;'iou!.
We ' ow
it will help you. for
..;
helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 yet::,.
At all druggists.

CHICAGO PROFESSOR SAYS IT IS
NEEDED AS WELL AS SPEED
'
AND WEIGHT

.

Some day some wise college coach
going to Insist upon a course in
psychology as a necessary adjunct to
football, says Prof. Lambert G. Sulli
van of Chicago.
It will be just as
necessary for a candidate for gridiron
honors to have a credit A, as speed,
weight, or working knowledge of the
gridiron game. Psychology is one of
the recognized' parts of baseball the
"soul of the game" at least accord
ing to "inside" writers, and there is
no reason why it should not also be
used to advantage in football, especis an easy
ially since psychology
credit in most colleges and the men
who are obliged to- give three or four
hours of their spare time to football
Writt im
Medicine Co., Ladies'
usually are in search of a "soft" Advisory Dept.Chattanooga
Chattanooga, Term., for Uncial
Instruction! on your case and
book, "Home
study.
Treatment for Women." io plain wrapper. N.G. St
One comes to 'this conclusion after
seeing Chicago, Michigan, Minnesota
We were talking to a former Pur
and Wisconsin, regularly emerge at
due player yesterday regarding his
the top or near the top, of western
sfhool's chances against Wisconsin
football. Time after time weak
Purdue has a real chance this year
elevens representing these schools
In fact, on the face of results so far,
have triumphed over other members
a better team than Wisconsin. Puris
of the western fraternity until It
seems nothing can stop them. If one due's men ought to win if they play
counted the times that a weak Chi- the same brand of football as they
exhibited against Northwestern. Yet
cago team has licked strong ones
was the answer from the Purhere
from Indiana, Purdue or Illinois; when
man:
due
maof
pitiful imitations
Michigan's
"We may win if the boys aren't
chine trimmed Case and Michigan Aglicked
before they start playing."
gies; when Wisconsin teams with
A trifle Inelegant, one might say,
to
but
the
uniforms
remind
nothing
one of a regular Badger eleven have but it certainly sums up the state of
walloped Northwestern and Lawrence; affairs. Purdue is not going into the
Minnesota Wisconsin game with confidence un
when a bunch of
"huskies" have mauled1 South Dakota's less "Happy" Smith manages to work
or Nebraska's heavy weights, one a mighty change In his players. They
would be forced to the conclusion that will go In expecting and fearing the
there Is something more in football feat, and Instead of opening up and
than speed and weight.
trying to beat Wisconsin, will attempt
to prevent Wisconsin from beating
on
It
call
their
They,
goat"
"getting
the campus, but the psychology profs, them. And the team which plays to
probably would classifiy it as having prevent defeat la about 50 per cent
the psychological advantage. Until as efficient as the one which plays
that "psychological advantage" can to win. All this if Purdue's players
be overcome it looks as If the "Big are "licked before the game," as the
Four" of the western gridiron would alumnus expressed it.
j
Purdue may not be that wayin
keep its ranks intact.
'
To take a few examples near home fact, the Boilermakers have an ex-tbear out this theory, Chicago, it Is cellent opportunity to overcome the
well known and almost admitted, even "psychological disadvantage." They
by Illinois adherents, "has Illinois' have a new coach, "Happy" Smith,
goat" in football. Innumerable dem- - who never has "lost bis goat" to
of this have been given. consin- He is more than likely to
Illinois rarely meets Chicago with any Btlr things up. Then they have a
confidence of the result. Fifty
perjyoung man named Ollphant who has
cent of the time one hears of Illinois givea no Bigns of having lost his
"hoping" to beat Chicago and the eoat and who has been the bright
s
are and particuiar shining star at Purdue
cfher 50 per cent the
content with "hoping" to make a good for the last three seasons.
One seldom hears an Illishowing.
Nor is the "goat getting" confined
nois rooter say, "After we beat Chi- to western fields. We are now conIt versant with the eastern teams
cago we'll have to play
is always "if we beat Chicago."
enough. to give many examples, but a
'
Delving back into ancient history, particularly prominent one involves
consider the Chicago and Illinois Dartmouth and Harvard. Dartmouth
teams of 1910. Chicago that season for
years past has been knocking at
had the worst eleven which ever had the door of championship recogniit since 1901. Illinois tion. Yet each time the Green clash-es- t
represented
had a machine which afterward
with Harvard or Princeton someMinnesota's
challenged
rightfully
thing seems to give way and the
right to western honors. To comparfl Hanoverians play up to about R0 per
them would be an insult to Illinois. cent of their real ability.
The Urbana eleven was easily half a
A little course in psychology might
.
,
.
J
lnn mo overcome
Luau
UCllCI
QOZen tOUCnUUWIlH
this habit or "losing the
t
Maroon, yet what was the result?
on1
noi'ti'ina nrtt
linois won, 3 to 0, by the narrow mar-- . PootbaU ia like every other sport in
gin of a field goal scored late in the,,tg fundamentals. There is a great
.
....
, h .
,
game after the team had half a dozen
it
the
score.
to
Indiana,
opportunities
but at times results are extremely
same year with a team equally better strange. Just at present Chicago's
than Chicago's, had to be satisfied jinx seems to be losing out, of towu
with a single touchdown victory.
games. Last year it was Wisconsin
which trimmed the Maroous and the
year before it was Minnesota. .. This
vear the Midwayites' hardest gam"
Tfc
:eei!is certain' to he- the Minnesota
W&feMiMiUi
p.neminler cud, as luck will have it,
How to Avoid Those Pains r.ntl Disf res
that contest, is ,to be played up ?.t
Which o Many Mothers Have Suffered. i
If .it were at Chicago
Minneapolis.'
Maroon rooters would feel a whole
IVCi!ot mre C0I,ti,i(-',l- t than UieJ do.now- The influx of new coaches
into
Western schools may aid in breaking
up the "peiyhcological advantage" Per- haps the new tutors will set aside
of the old troubles, but' th
joine
are almost sure to sot up new ones,
There Is not a team so strong that
it hasnt a jinx.
Northwestern always has been Chicago's bete noir
spy
and probably will continue so. Minnesota has her "'lux" and so has Wis1b
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THEMSELVES UNABLE TO
KEEP RECORDS CLEAN

Yield to Lytlia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. "I was always
tired and weak and my housework was
t a drag. I was irreg
ular, had cramps so
bad that I would
have to lie down, also a distressed feeling in lower part of
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o it seems up to some school to
more women do not know of
It
Mother's Friend. Here Is a remedy that "f'enJ
on its football pro-Trathe muscles, enables tliem to eipaml w'";ut put psychology
the listamenta and enable
any strain
If any professor can teach
women to go thrown .maternity without pain.,
jmiisea, morning sii:kntvs or any of the ureaueU)
men how to go Into a
j healthy young
symptoms so (umllinr to many mothers.
the mihOV,
Tl...ra to .in
rlif tn
before the gamp
Tl.a tl.nnt.i,o Ar. T...fr liv.Il mum nnill MI1 SUM lame without "losing
'Thousands ofl
feritiR, for all such are avoided.
will be entitled to a vote
women no. lonwr resign
tllemelvea to tllOf begins" he
ihoi..riif tunv aifiriiAtfi Hi.fl ,1!irenM nro natural. of thanks from the assembled multiThey know better, for in Mother's Friend theyl
Iiave tound a wonderful. peneti'MUiiif lemeuj w. tude and perhaps some of these "earfianiKri
ail thoe dreaded exiwneneeH.
It ia a Ridiieet everv woniftn should be fami ly season" practice games may acnot require
liar with, and even though phe
contests worth
ueh a reinedv, Kiie will now and then meet tually develop into
a word in
pome prosrieettvo mother to
Friend will enme as a won watching.
time alout Motttc-r'Thi
famous remedy ia sold
derful biesMini:.
-- ,
by all druuizists. and is oniv $1.00 a (Kittle.
worth1 '
It Is for exiernnl ufe only, and is
cotton tags at
Clean
WANTED
Uie
to
its weight In sold.
Atlanta,,
fi'id Reiftilaior Co.. 127 -iMmm
office.
Optic
a
xiO,
mot; tuiuud
Ua,, tor
Is a nltT

um

f.llh

It
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New York, Oct. 25. As the football
season progresses the teams of the
big universities of both the east and
middle west are finding it more difficult each week to keep their score
back, and headache.
slates clean. Time was when the col
My abdomen was
sore and I know I
leges forming- the "Big Six" and "Big
Nine" felt that their escutcheons had
had organic inflammation.
been blotted If the eleven of a minor
's
institution scored upon their team.
"Lydia E.
Vegetable
With the coming of the
open
and Blood Purifier have
game conditions changed. Scoring Compound
me wonderfully.
I don't have
helped
against Yale, Harvard1 and Princeton those pains
more and I am all right
in the east and Michigan, Minnesota now. Thereany
are a great many women
and Chicago, in the middle west is no here who take your remedies and I have
In most cases, told others what they have done for
longer uncommon.
Chas. McKinnon, 1013 N.
however, the score is made via the me."-M- rs.
aerial route and is due more to the 5th St W., Cedar Eapid9, Iowa.
Women who are suffering from those
personal kicking ability of one' player
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
than to the team as a whole.
should not lose sight of these facta or
During the early part or the present doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
season such scores were frequent, Vegetable Compound to restore their
and the manner in which the little health.
There are probably hundreds of thouteams were scoring on the big varsperhaps millions of women in the
ity elevens led to a discussion at a sands,
United States who bave been benefited
the
whether
as
to
club
university
by this famous old remedy, which was
modern kicker was more proficient produced
from roots and herbs over 30
of
football
in his particular part
play years ago by a woman to relieve wothan in the past. It was the consen- man's suffering. If you are sick and need
sus of opinion among the many for- such a medicine, why don't you try it?
mer football stars present that, while
If yon want special advice write to
the ability of the average college drop Lydia E.I'inkhara Medicine Co. (confLynn, Mass. Your letter will
kicker had advanced, the famous idential)
be opened, read and answered by a
punters and kickers of the past were woman and held in strict confidence.
In no danger of losing the laurels to
which their brilliant performances enone, but many field goals from distitled them.
In order to prove their contentions tances between 35 and 45 yards.
the
quoted some authenticated field goals scored from drop Quick Help to Backache and Rheu
matlsm
and placement kicks that startled the
The man or woman who
wants
was
table.
It
about
the
youngsters
quick help from backache and rheudrop kick matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
agreed that the
field goal made by Pat O'Dea of Wis Pills. They act bo quickly and with
that weak, Inactive
consin, in the game with Northwestern such good effect
kidneys that do not keep the blood
in 1898, formed the record for this clean
and free of impurities, are tonmethod Qf scoring,- while, J. T. Haxall ed up and strengthened to healthy
of Princeton, held the record for a vigorous action. Good results follow
their use promptly. 0. G. Schaefer
goal from placement with his
score against Yale in .1882. J. V. and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Cowling of Harvard was credited with
School teachers in Cincinnati will
field goal in the game with soon
a
receive an Increase of 10 per
Princeton In 1893, and J. E. Duffy of cent
in their salaries.
Michigan, with a similar reat against
Cornell in 1891. Getting down to
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
modern times in football play records
Because they are an honestly made
were produced to show that John
medicine that relieves promptly the
the famous Princeton guard and suffering due to weak, Inactive kidkicker, scored two
placement neys and painful bladder action. They
field goals In 1902, one against Yale offer a powerfultruehelp to nature in
up the
excreting kidney
and the other against Cornell. Just building
tissue in restoring normal action and
to show that such feats are occasion relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
ally accomplished in the present game THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the case of H. A. Pumpelly of last Drug Store. Adv.
year's Yale team was cited'. His senA bill has been submitted to the
sational feat of tying the score for
Danish
parliament relating to the esYale in the Princeton game of 1912
to
with a drop kick goal of 49 yards, puts tablishment of employment offices
be
with
the
state
and
subsidized
by
him well up in the list of successful
a central employment office.
field goal scorers at unusual distances.
Goals from both placement and By
drop kick of 45 yeards and less are The changeable weather of early
on coughs and colds that
fall
comparatively common. The records have brings
a weakening effect on the sysof
show that Alex Moffat
Princeton, tem, and may become chronic. Use
G. Capron of Minnesota, James Thorpe
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
of Carlisle Indian school, W. G. Crow- - It has a very soothing and healing efell of Swarthmore, G. A. Watkinson fect on the irritated and Inflamed air
and will help very quickly.
of, Yale, J. P. Dalton of Navy, B. W. passages,
It Is a well known family medicine
Trafford of Harvard and W. H.
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
of Chicago all have scored not Red CroRg Drug Co. Adv.
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The next time you feel "out of sorts," try a little Sunny
The Pure Food Whis.key Almost instantly you will note,
a delightful cjiange You will work harder and Earn More you
will feel better and Enjoy Life More. No other tonic acts so
promptly and satisfactorily. That's why today after fifty years
Sunny Erook The Pure Food Whiskey can point with pride
to a legion of Loynl friends, who recognize that, on account of
its exquisite flavor, its mellowness and high tonic properties,
Sunny Brook justly merits its proud title The PureFood Whiskey.
Each bottle of Sunny Brook is sealed with the Green Government Stamp a positive assurance that every drop is natural,
straight whiskey scientifically distilled and carefully aged by the
largest distiller cf fine vhiskey in the world.
Brock

FUNNY EROOK is now bottled with our
" Yv.Uter" stoppers. One twist
or
tight. No Need for Cork Screw,.

1

General Distributors, Albuquerque, N.
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LOOK
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away

with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
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Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

the
Cootie' Ptj"t.i.
PHONE' MAIN 2

THE ONLY UNION
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Fancy Spanola comb iiouey, 20c,
for 35c, at Papen's Adv.

DEVILED OYSTERS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

.a a

Fancy La Cueva apples
at Papen's Adv.

PURE THINGS TO EAT

la

FOS MEN AND YOUNG MtN

$1.60

Navy blue serge specially

tailored by

Adler Rochester

per

THE FINEST RUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES

to sell for

"

St. Paul's choir will meet for re
hearsal in the church, tonight at 7:15
o clock. A full and
prompt attend
ance is requested.

J. H. STEARNS

rnor
U iJ

5:59

The Altar Guild of St Paul s
church will meet on. Thursday at 4:15
o'clock with Miss Hart, 1102 Eighth

street

1913.

LUE SERGE SUITS

box,

i

25,

2

Try a dram or Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.

one pint oysters and chop fine. Put
into saucepan with one teaspoonful of melted butter and a gill of cream. Season with cayenne
and salt and add J cupful of rolled cracker crumbs.
Put on the stove and allow to simmer 5 minutes,
stirring gently. Then put in a baking dish,
sprinkle bread crumbs and butter over top and
bake until top is a rich golden brown.

'f'AKE

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

S25.00

The SAME SUIT would sell
elsewhere for $32.50

Mtvkes our store th Rug Headquarters for

Las

Vega.s
BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE

We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95, $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.

J. C. JOHNSEN l SON

.

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
church will meet on Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. A. H.
Whitmore, 825 Seventh street.
Finch's Golden Wedding Ry, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

T

AICHERT'C
Clothing Stor- e-

Correct Garments for

Jefferson Kaynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
8. B. Davis, Vice President.
Halleti Raynolds. HaBhier.
e Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
h

3

Men

Adv.

DUY At! AUTO DELIVERY WAGON

lamuitm Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expmnma
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

'I

'll

''wi

ill

J

tit

III)

IBS

set,
mm.
A

If!

The ladles of St. Paul's Guild will
hold a bakery sale Saturday, October
25 beginning at 2 o'clock, in Graaf
and Hayward's butcher shop. Adv.
Richard Brooks, a negro, was
brought to 'Las Vegas this afternoon
by a deputy sheriff of Bernalillo
county1 and was committed to the
state asylum here.

J

Ml

SOLDIERS

GOING

It Is Commonly

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Agreed

TO SERVE IN

mothers

among

ISLANDS

tastewho
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good
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good
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know (he value
clothing

Cahtal,

that

The Ford Sales company, recently SPECIAL TRAIN BEARING TROOPS
XTRAGOOD represents
FOR HONOLULU PASSES
taken over by J. D, Hardcastle,,,BOQn
THROUGH
HERE
we'st
will occupy the building;
of the
a. perfect combination of
Tooker studio on Douglas avenue. The
Las Vegas this morning about 8
style, 'qualty and value you
building is now being prepared for the
o'clock looked as though a war had
Ford company.
will find in no other childs
broken out, when) the city streets
were
crowded with soldiers. Business
suit. Your boy's suit should
Next Mondav nle-ht tha fi n n
hall the Fraternal Brotherhood will men coming to work were absolutely
do more than merely clothe
give a Halloween dance. This affair certain when they they saw this sight
war
had
that
been
declared upon
hi m along conventional
promises to be a most 'enjoyable
N
event All members of the lodge and Mexico, and there was general excite
Investigate its merits and obtain, full particulars from
lines, it should worthly re- their friends are cordially invited to ment A special train carnrine troons
arrived1 In Las Vegas this morning at
be present
CSIAilLEG ILFELD COMPANY,
ineaem mm ana you can
7:30 o'clock and the men were allowbest accomplish this by
The Rev. James M. Shlmer of San ed to see the eights of the city for
ta Fe, state president of the Epworth 30 minutes, As a result four of the
clothing him in an
,teague, will spend Sunday in Las recruits were left behind and left this
afternoon on train No. 1, but will be
Vegas and will preach in the First
AT TOE HOME GF
Methodist Episcopal church at 11 a. unable to Join thoir command until
m. and at 7:30 p. m. A cordial invi they reach San Francisco.
EATABLE
BEST l!F EVEfiVTHINQ
The train carried seven cars, in
tation is extended to all who have no
the diner, which is a baggage
eluding
other place to worship to hear him.
car rigged up with a stove and a gen
y Suit. The Styles and Fa- The pastor's themes for discourse at eral kitchen. The troops were from
the Christian tabernacle
tomorrow Columbus, o., and are on their way n unts sjiown Dy us tor rati i
A
will be "The Oppression of Israel in to Honolulu. They numbered 267 Li? OMS. I. n
oic iiuiiikl"!i;it ,1man ever ts
110 of them being negroes. The
and the men,
Egypt," and "Recreation
before.
Church," At Christian Endeavor there train was In charge of Lieutenant
will be. a debate, "Resolved, That the Campton of the Columbus barracks.
There are two companies of field ar
pulpit is a greater, factor in the ad
Fromajje de Camembert, Fromage de Brie, Neuf-chatvancement of civilization than the tillery men in the command.
publlo school," will be the question.
Sierra, Pimento Cream and Iowa Cream
Japanese
pictures
( heese, Milwaukee
Brick, Swiss and American
Up to late this afternoon Chief of and a goodly lot of Christmas gifts
Cheese.
, , ,..
Police Ben Coles had received no in will be offered for sale at 507 Sixth
formation concerning M. M. William- street next Tuesday afternoon when
BAiNK OFFICIAL SHOT
son, who was arrested in Albuquerque the ladies of the Christian church will
111..
Addison,
Oct. 25. Assistant
yesterday morning on the charge of hold a sale. A heavy sale is expected. Cashier Edward'
Rotersund
of the Ad.
uttering worthless checks in this city
dlson State bank was probably fatally
this week. It Is thought WilliamRev. James Cooksey, state evange wounded here today by an automobile
THE
CO.
son will make the checks good and
who escaped toward Chicago in
therefore probably will not be farced list for the Baptist church of New bandit,
a yellow runabout after comDelllmr
will
make
Mexico,
addresses
at
the
to be brought back to this city.
E'
local church of that denomination to- Cashier B. W. Fischer to give him the
morrow morning and evening.
cffQtentSi,pf the cash drawer, ahont
Following a remark madeby Jack
noo.
Howard to the effect that .he had
ment will be m the Odd Fellows' seeii two bear near San Ignacio
D. D. MATE DEAD AFTER cemetery.this week, a party composed of Les- ADDITIONAL VIEWS
Mr. Mate, during his stay in Las lie Witten, Ed Lewis, John McGuire
A
ILLNESS Vegas, was employed by C, D. Bou- and Jack Howard left this afternoon
WILL BE PUT ON
cher, and was a valuable employe for that 'place;' If there are any bear
of that "firm. Tuesday morning im- in that section of the country they
mediately1 after he came out from are stfre to 'take flight once they ob DR. LANDAU ARRANGES WONDERFOR
WHICH
OPERAPPENDICITIS,
ha
Js?ftS
under the influence of the anaesthetic, tain a glimpse of this husky quarATION WAS PERFORMED,
FUL
SCENIC
JOURNEY
lie asked if Mr. Boucher had been tette. The friends of the hunters are
CAUSED DEATH
THROUGH HOLY LAND
informed that he could not be at expecting bear ' meat for Monday's
Much Interest has been created by
Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock work. As a clerk he looked after his dinner.
Dcrrls D. Mate died at the Las Vegas duties In a gentlemanly way and his
the announcement that Dr. Landeu Is
EATABLES
The following1 are the chairmen of to repeat his lecture on "The
hospital following an operation per- ability1 as an advertising writer was
Holy
formed Monday nisht Mr. Mate was excellent.i He was a member of the 'the various committees in charge of Land at the Browne" theater Monday
FULL CREAM CHEESE
:;usidored cu the road to recovery Methodist church and attended ser- the Halloween social to be given at "evening. The entertainment is to be
until yesterday morning, when he be- vices regularly. During his short the Y. M. C. A on Friday night: Dec given for a worthy purpose, that of
Genuine Camembert
Mate orations, Leon Guy; chamber of hor caring for a
gan failing and died In the afternoon. residence in Las Vegas Mr.
family In destitute cirniade many warm friends, who, mourn rors, Orrin Blood;
Hogan's .. alley, cumstances, whose head is seriously
hui
a resident Of Las Vegas foriWItn his relatives his sudden death. Frank Hull; brass band. Professor O ill. Dr. Landau cheerfully agreed to
C. Zingg; music, Mrs. Charles O'Mal- only a tew months. He was born in
You ought to eat our
give his entertainment when requestbarkers, Walter Bruns; bowling, ed
ley;
A BIG BOAT RACE
Jackson County. Test Virginia, where
the Woman's Club of Las Ve
by
C.
O.
Wilhite,' stage carpenter, Charles
he obtained his uarly. education and
Princeton, N. J., Oct. 25. Tale and
gas to do so.
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